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ABOUT THE
SKILLS FRAMEWORK

WHAT IS THE OUTLOOK?
HOTEL AND ACCOMMODATION SERVICES (HAS) SECTOR

The Skills Framework is a SkillsFuture initiative developed for the Singapore workforce to
promote skills mastery and lifelong learning.
Jointly developed by the Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA) and the
Singapore Tourism Board (STB), together with industry associations, training providers,
hotel/serviced apartment operators and unions, the Skills Framework for Hotel and
Accommodation Services (HAS) provides useful information on:

Singapore’s tourism industry has grown in leaps and bounds through the decades.
The number of visitors has increased tremendously from 90,000 in 1964 to 15.2 million in
2015. The HAS sector is a key pillar of Singapore’s tourism industry. It supports Singapore’s
position as a business hub and fuels growth in related industries such as Retail and Food
and Beverage Services. As a result of consistent improvements in our infrastructure and
environment, Singapore today is a global hub for business and leisure.

Number of Visitors to Singapore
1
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0.09m

1964

15.2m

2015
Sector and
employment
opportunities

Career
pathways

Occupations
and job roles

Existing and
emerging
skills

Training
programmes
for skills
upgrading
and mastery

Source: Speech by Minister for Trade and Industry at Tourism Industry Conference 2016

Tourism in 2020
THERE WILL BE

With the Skills Framework, individuals are equipped to make informed decisions about
career choices, as well as take responsibility for skills upgrading and career planning.

70,470

HIGHER
DEMAND
FOR SKILLED
WORKERS

ROOMS BY 2020.
AN INCREASE OF
12% FROM 2015

Source: 4th Quarter 2014 Real Estate Statistics, URA

Assess Career
Interests
◆ Discover
employment
opportunities
◆ Understand
career pathways
◆ Recognise personal
attributes required

Prepare for
Desired Jobs
◆ U
 nderstand
skills and
competencies
required

Find Relevant
Programmes to
Close Skills Gaps
◆ Identify
relevant training
programmes to
equip oneself with
required skills and
competencies
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Renew, Upgrade
and Deepen Skills
◆ Plan for career
development/transition
◆ Recognise skills and
competencies required
for the intended job role
◆ Identify training
programmes to upgrade
and deepen skills for
career progression
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THE EMPLOYMENT LANDSCAPE

A FUTURE-READY WORKFORCE NEEDED

A QUICK OVERVIEW

TALENTS WITH THE RIGHT SKILLS

The HAS sector is a major employer in the tourism industry. It offers a wide range of
work opportunities for individuals with diverse educational and skills profiles – from
Leadership positions to Professionals, Managers, Executives, and Technicians (PMETs) to
Rank and File (RnF) employees.

The HAS sector needs to build a future-ready workforce to prepare for continued growth. The
increasing need for technology adoption and emerging skills such as revenue management,
big data analytics, and digital marketing will lead to the creation of higher value-added
jobs and new jobs with attractive career pathways.

35,400 Employees Support the HAS Sector

Emerging Skills

65%

35%
RnF employees

Leadership positions
and PMETs

Source: Singapore Yearbook of Manpower Statistics 2015, MOM

The HAS sector is open to jobseekers

Revenue Management
To optimise return on assets
Examples of skills include:
◆ Analyse Data for Trends and Forecasts
◆ Implement Revenue Optimisation and Enhancement Strategies
◆ Manage Distribution Channel Challenges and Strategies
◆ Manage Strategic Revenue Management

Big Data Analytics and Digital Marketing

from different backgrounds and all walks of life.

To capture global markets and enhance company branding

Demographic Profile
Age

Qualification

Gender

Examples of skills include:
◆ Analyse Hospitality Data
◆ Conduct Market Research and Market Profiling
◆ D
 evelop Digital Strategy and Digital Marketing Campaign
◆ Monitor Social Media Platforms

Information Technology and Business Process Redesign
To enhance operational efficiency and promote service innovation
Examples of skills include:
◆ Adopt New Business Models for Productivity Maximisation
◆ Capitalise on Opportunities Created Through Digital Disruption in the
Hospitality Industry
◆ Innovate the Customer Experience
◆ L everage Technology for Productivity and Innovation

Strategic Human Resource Management
Source: Hospitality Manpower Study 2016, commissioned by the Singapore Hotel Association
and supported by Singapore Tourism Board

◆ T
 he employees range
from young adults to
mature individuals.

◆ T
 he sector is accessible
to individuals with all
levels of qualifications.
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◆ T
 he sector offers
equal opportunities
to both males and
females.

To nurture and maximise employees’ potential
Examples of skills include:
◆ Develop Strategies for Talent Management
◆ Develop Succession Plan
◆ D
 evelop Team Leaders through Capability Development and Coaching
◆ Lead Change Management
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Mr Muhammad Adib Bin Mohamed
Reservations Executive,
Pan Pacific Serviced Suites
THE SKY’S THE LIMIT
Travelling, meeting new people, and learning
about other cultures are some of the things
I am passionate about. My job in the hotel
and accommodation services sector is really
an extension of what I like to do in my leisure time. I
have always wanted a service-oriented job, and as a
reservations executive, I get to interact with guests
from all over the world.
If you are new to the sector, it helps to keep an
open mind. This service journey can broaden your
horizons and give you fresh perspectives on many
things. It is not for everyone though – you must
be approachable, adaptable, and open-minded
to succeed.

‘With so many new properties and developments,
there are many opportunities to advance your
career in the sector these days.’

Like other jobs, you have to expect some challenges.
For example, language barriers are unavoidable in my
line of work but they can be overcome with a little
creativity and technology tools such as language
translation applications. Also, some guests can have
very high expectations! But you have to remain
patient, calm, and level headed no matter what.
With so many new properties and developments,
there are many opportunities to advance your career
in the sector these days. My company offers onthe-job training, lateral transfers and even overseas
postings, so employees get plenty of exposure to
different aspects of the business.
I want to build a long-term career in the sector and
my dream is to be a General Manager some day.

Roles of Reservations Executive
Handles the requests from
guests, companies and
travel agents via phone
and other platforms.

Maintains and update
room availability on online
booking platforms.
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Assists to meet monthly
revenue targets by
proposing promotional
packages to increase
room sales and revenue.

Makes reservation of
other services as requested
by the guests.
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OPPORTUNITIES KNOCKING

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES?

A CAREER IN THE HAS SECTOR

DESIRED ATTRIBUTES OF HAS TALENTS

Careers in the HAS sector open doors to the world. Jobs in the HAS sector are not only
evolving very fast, they also offer attractive and fulfilling career pathways. With the
growth of emerging job roles, HAS will become an even more exciting sector to work in.

The HAS sector attracts talents with the following attributes:

COMMITTED
AND PASSIONATE

EYE FOR
DETAIL
Exciting Journey
You can look forward to exciting work days, different
challenges and opportunities to utilise the best of
your problem-solving abilities.

Being meticulous and having
good organisational and
multitasking skills will help you
stay on top of daily challenges.

You must possess a strong work
ethic and uncompromising integrity.
To excel in the industry, you must
be pro-active and take the initiative
to learn and stay up-to-date with
industry trends and knowledge.

SERVICE
MINDSET
Low Entry Barrier
The HAS sector is brimming with job opportunities
for fresh graduates and job seekers. There is a wide
range of career options.

WELL GROOMED
AND PROFESSIONAL

You will interact with guests
from different countries and
diverse cultural backgrounds.
Having a strong service mindset
will help you make their stay in
Singapore a memorable one.

TEAM
PLAYER

Paying attention to the way you look
communicates your professionalism.
A smart and polished dress style
reflects your attention to detail.

All employees in different functional areas must
work together to provide exceptional service
that surpass guests’ expectations.

Multiple Career Pathways
The wide scope within the sector will broaden your
skill sets in different functional areas and enable
you to progress in your career.
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If you have these attributes and wish to pursue a career in the HAS
sector, or if you are already employed in the HAS sector and looking
to get ahead in your career, the Skills Framework for HAS is where you
can obtain the key information you need to plan your career move.
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Mr Rajagopal Rajkumar
Chef Concierge,
Shangri-La Hotel Singapore
A CAREER FOR A LIFETIME
I have always been fascinated by the hospitality
sector, so I joined this hotel after National
Service. This job is incredibly fast-paced, guests
have high expectations and often expect instant
solutions. This is especially true for a hotel like
Shangri-La Hotel, Singapore, which is renowned
for exceptional service.
We are seeing a new generation of travellers who
are well-informed, savvy, and have high spending
power. By keeping up with the necessary skills, we
can surpass expectations and win our guests’ loyalty.

A
‘ s a staff trainer, I have to set a good example
and continually refresh my methods and
acquire new knowledge and skills.’

Concierge service is the art of creating memorable
hotel experiences through exceptional service.
I had the privilege of learning from inspirational
mentors. I also acquired my skills by learning onthe-job throughout the years.
At Shangri-La Hotel, Singapore, we are encouraged
to attend a variety of training courses to stay
relevant. I have attended local and international
concierge workshops such as the Concierge Regional
Congress and Concierge World, so I can keep abreast
of new training methods and lead my team more
effectively. As a staff trainer, I have to set a good
example and continually refresh my methods and
acquire new knowledge and skills.
With the Skills Framework, we can identify a wide
range of skills within and beyond our current
job scope. These benefit those who wish to
advance their careers in existing and different
departments. The Skills Framework keeps us
updated and enhances our competitive edge.

Roles of Chef Concierge
Handles exceptional
requests and culturally
diverse guests.

Sets departmental goals,
manages cost control and
inventories, attends monthly
management meetings.
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Works closely with all
internal and external
stakeholders to promote
positive relations and foster
a cooperative working
environment to maximise
productivity and morale
of the team.

Ensures all departments are
aware of all guests needs and
information prior to arrival and
implements a concierge service
which will lead to a unique,
memorable and personal stay
for guests.
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DISCOVER THE RIGHT OCCUPATION

FUNCTIONS IN HAS

REWARDING CAREER PATHWAYS

PURSUE YOUR ASPIRATIONS

The HAS sector is made up of different functional areas. Each function plays a crucial
role in the successful operation of the property, while providing a positive hospitality
experience for guests.

The Skills Framework for HAS offers a closer look at the roles and responsibilities as well
as skill sets required of occupations in these functional areas.

1. FRONT OFFICE

FRONT OFFICE

HOUSEKEEPING

 he Front Office department is
T
the hub of the property and it is
where guests form their first and
last impressions. Employees are in
constant contact with guests, and
have a diverse work exposure within
the property.

 he Housekeeping department is the
T
heart of the property’s operations.
It plays a vital role in establishing
the property’s reputation for high
standards and cleanliness. Many
properties are investing in information
technology and becoming ecosensitive thus transforming the jobs
of the Housekeeping department.

2. HOUSEKEEPING
3. SALES AND MARKETING
4. REVENUE MANAGEMENT
5. FOOD AND BEVERAGE

 rimary Roles and
P
Responsibilities

6. SECURITY
7. HUMAN RESOURCE

◆
◆
◆
◆

 rimary Roles and
P
Responsibilities
◆ Ensure guest room comfort is well
maintained
◆ Ensure that guest room supplies
and materials are provided
◆ Clean and maintain public areas,
back areas, and surroundings of
the property

Welcome guests
Upselling rooms and services
Maintain guest accounts
Provide services and information
to guests throughout stay

8. ENGINEERING
9. ACCOUNTING

Detailed information on the Food and Beverage function will be available in the Skills Framework for Food Services.
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FUNCTIONS IN HAS

FUNCTIONS IN HAS

PURSUE YOUR ASPIRATIONS

PURSUE YOUR ASPIRATIONS

$

SALES AND MARKETING

REVENUE MANAGEMENT

FOOD AND BEVERAGE

The Sales and Marketing department
develops sales and marketing plans
alongside the Revenue Management
and Reservations departments to
optimise room sales and revenue.

The Revenue Management
department looks into maximising a
property’s profitability by analysing
and identifying demand to optimise
inventory sales using effective pricing
strategies. It works closely with the
Sales and Marketing department to
strategise the sales and marketing
plans, and with the reservations team
on daily room bookings.

The Food and Beverage department
is responsible for the systematic and
actual service of food and beverage
to guests or the general public. Many
hotels or serviced apartments have
some form of food service available.
Food services can range from vending
machines in budget hotels to snack
shacks, restaurants, bars and cocktail
lounges inside single luxury hotels.

 rimary Roles and
P
Responsibilities
(Sales)
◆ Develop and implement
sales strategies
◆ Achieve sales targets
◆ Develop distribution channels
and market segments

 rimary Roles and
P
Responsibilities
(Marketing)
◆ Develop and implement
marketing strategies
◆ Increase exposure of property
through media and advertising
opportunities
◆ Carry out market research
and organise campaigns
◆ Manage and promote the
property’s brand image
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 rimary Roles and
P
Responsibilities

 rimary Roles and
P
Responsibilities

◆ A
 chieve highest possible
revenue growth
◆ Analyse trends and past
sales reports to identify
market segments
◆ Perform sales forecasts
◆ Set the pricing of rooms and
products or facilities for
optimal occupancy
◆ Determine room pricing
for optimal occupancy through
various distribution channels

◆ Maintain high quality

food and services
◆ Manage food costs
◆ Oversee efficient running
of restaurants and bars, etc.
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Ms Sharon Ang
Director of Business Development,
Holiday Inn® Singapore Orchard City Centre
INNOVATION FOR
FUTURE GROWTH
Many people don’t realise that the hotel and
accommodation services sector is vibrant and
dynamic. Aside from the fact that the supply of
hotel rooms will increase dramatically over the
next two years, the Singapore Tourism Board is
also ramping up efforts to attract more travellers
to Singapore. Therefore, manpower remains an
area of focus – we must have a workforce that can
adapt to the ever-changing needs of the market
through innovation.

‘The growth of digital marketing has changed
how we reach out to our target market. These
days, we must use behavioural marketing to
attract potential customers.’

When I first started work, we relied on fax and
phone calls to confirm room bookings. Now, our
tech savvy guests book everything online. The
growth of digital marketing has changed how we
reach out to our target market. These days, we must
use behavioural marketing to attract potential
customers. Social media also plays an important
role in brand marketing as consumers want to
connect with brands these days. Knowing what
our guests want will give us an edge in the business.
As hoteliers, we must be prepared for change. I
want to build an effective organisation by being
a champion for change, managing risk, leading
and developing people, driving results to meet
organisational goals, and working collaboratively for
an inclusive workforce. At Holiday Inn® Singapore
Orchard City Centre, we create a positive learning
culture from the start: new hires attend a three- to
six-month onboarding programme for a smooth
transition into their jobs while high potential
talents are groomed for leadership positions.
Personally, training helps me acquire new skills.
Being able to think out of the box will allow me to
develop strategies and alternatives during difficult
times. I encourage my employees to utilise various
skills development funds to enhance their skills in
areas of interest. Knowledge can never be taken
away from you, so there is nothing to lose but
everything to gain.

Roles of Director of Business Developement
Manages all markets
including the corporate
and leisure segments, to
maximise revenue for
the property.

Conducts research,
prepares, and delivers the
strategic sales and business
plan, monthly reporting
needs, annual targets,
budget, business forecasts,
and other reports or projects.
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Surveys, reviews, and
analyses performance, the
competition, market trends,
and customer needs in
order to be pro-active and
adaptable to changing
market environment.

Develops new sales plans
and programmes to improve
effectiveness of current plans
and programmes.
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JOIN THE TALENT POOL
INITIATIVES AND SCHEMES

Regardless of which stage you are in your career, you can take advantage of the wide variety
of initiatives and schemes available to help you chart your next step in the HAS sector.
For Working Adults

For Students

Enhanced Internships
The Enhanced Internships are designed to
provide students with a more meaningful
internship experience through more structured
learning and support at the workplace.
Participating hotels will work closely with
the Institute of Technical Education (ITE) and
polytechnics to deliver a positive and meaningful

internship experience for their interns. Republic
Polytechnic (RP) is the Sector Coordinator
for the hotel industry. Its role is to coordinate
industry engagements and partners ITE and
other polytechnics to support SkillsFuture by
designing and implementing enhancements
to existing internships.

Some Features of Enhanced Internships
1. Baseline allowance of S$600 a month
2. Structured training plan with clear learning outcomes
3. Assigned mentors to provide guidance to interns
4. Rotation to at least two departments per internship period

Education and Career Guidance (ECG)

Individual Learning Portfolio (ILP)

Individuals in the workforce can benefit from
career coaching, employability skills workshops,
networking sessions and more through WDA
Career Centres and the Employment and
Employability Institute (e2i).

ILP is a one-stop online portal that will empower
every Singaporean to plan their education and
training. Individuals can also search for suitable
jobs, and manage their careers. ILP will be rolled
out in 2017.

P-Max

Skills-Based Modular Courses

Through the P-Max programme, Professionals,
Managers, Executives and Technicians (PMETs)
will be placed and trained to excel in an Small
and Medium Enterprises (SMEs).

There will be a wider range and scale of short,
skills-focused modular courses relevant to
industry needs to help Singaporeans with more
opportunities to acquire relevant skills.

SkillsFuture Credit

SkillsFuture Earn and Learn
Programme

All Singaporeans aged 25 and above will receive
an opening credit of S$500 from January 2016
to pay for a wide range of approved skills-related
courses.

This is a place-and-train programme for fresh
ITE and polytechnic graduates, so they can be
placed with an employer and have opportunities
to learn through structured on-the-job training
and institution-based training. Those who
successfully complete this programme will
receive industry-recognised qualifications and
a sign-on incentive.

SkillsFuture Fellowships
Education And Career Guidance
(ECG)

Individual Learning Portfolio
(ILP)

With the help of trained ECG counsellors,
students in secondary schools will be exposed
to a wide range of education and career
options, and given opportunities to make
informed post-secondary education choices.
This will continue in ITE, polytechnics, junior
colleges, and universities to help students make
informed choices about their careers.

ILP is a one-stop education, training, and
career guidance portal that will empower
every students to plan their education and
training into their working life. They can discover
their interests, abilities, and career aspirations,
and explore various education pathways before
they enter the workforce. ILP will be rolled out
in 2017.

Young Talent Programme (YTP)
Students from ITE, polytechnics, and universities
can embark on overseas internships to take on
work and study programmes that will prepare
them for international assignments in their
future careers.
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The SkillsFuture Fellowships are awards that
recognise Singaporeans who have achieved a
significant depth in their skills base and help
them continue their pursuit of skills mastery. The
Fellowship provides a cash award of S$10,000
to recipients.

SkillsFuture Mid-Career
Enhanced Subsidy
Singaporeans aged 40 and above will receive
higher subsidies of up to 90% of course fees for
over 8,000 WDA- supported courses and at least
90% of programme cost for MOE-subsidised
full-time and part-time courses.

SkillsFuture Qualification Award
This award recognises the efforts of Singapore
Citizens in attaining full Singapore Workforce
Skills Qualifications (WSQ), which equip them
with comprehensive and robust sets of skills to
perform their jobs competently, pursue career
progression and explore new job opportunities.

SkillsFuture Study Award
A monetary award of S$5000 for adults in their
early and mid-career to develop and deepen their
skills in future growth clusters.
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Ms Tan Eng Yong
Housekeeping Secretary,
Hotel Jen Tanglin Singapore
LOVING THE DIVERSE
CHALLENGES

‘I love what I do because of the amount of diversity
and challenges that my current role gives me. I am
interested in cross-training in other departments, so
I can expand my skills.’

I did my internship at a hotel during my polytechnic
days. I liked it so much that I decided to join the
sector. Being able to interact with guests from all
over the world was a factor in my decision. I am
naturally outgoing, so this is definitely the right
place for me! I like Hotel Jen’s service attitude –
caring, respectful and knowledgeable – all delivered
in an engaging and enthusiastic manner. It suits our
guests who are mostly ‘young at heart’ business
travellers; they are relaxed but definitely care about
fast efficient service!
Working in a hotel is great if you like a very
fast-paced environment. Newcomers need to be
prepared to juggle different jobs and different things
at the same time! It helps if you are calm, focused
and communicate regularly with your team. If you
are looking for a diverse and interesting career then
this is the industry for you.
After I was confirmed as a permanent staff, I
attended supervisory training. The training was very
structured, which helped me adapt better to my new
position and responsibilities. Through a wide range
of programmes and courses under SkillsFuture, I
can continue to broaden my knowledge and skills.
This is incredibly important for the hotel sector –
we must constantly learn and improve our skills
in order to provide the best level of service. For
example, I can take language courses to help me
communicate better with guests, or a culinary
course should I want to switch to the Food and
Beverage department. Training will help me provide
a higher level of service, be a better employee, and
improve my career prospects.
Like in any job, the higher you go, the greater the
responsibility. This can be tough at the beginning!
However, I always have my colleagues and superiors
to lean on. I highlight problems, so we can work on
solutions together. Communication is key!
I love what I do because of the amount of diversity
and challenges that my current role gives me. I am
interested in cross-training in other departments,
so I can expand my skills.

Roles of Housekeeping Secretary
Ensures consistently
high operating
standards in every
area of housekeeping
and laundry.

Communicates effectively
with a passion for delivering
exceptional levels of guest
services.

Develops team members,
to provide exceptional
experiences to guests.
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Implements effective stock
and cost controls and adheres
to the department budget.
Proficient with computers and
computer programmes and is
familiar with workplace
health, safety and hygiene
regulatory requirements.
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A Path for Leaders
Job and Career Resources
To sustain and enhance business
competitiveness, companies must attract,
develop, and retain key talent. The SkillsFuture
Leadership Development Initiative aims
to groom the next generation of leaders
by supporting Singaporeans to develop
leadership capabilities.

management, local and global exposure to
core business functions, as well as soft skills
development, so you can take on higher
leadership roles.
The Human Resource (HR) department in the
HAS sector will also be equipped with better
capabilities. Aside from the development of HR
systems, employees will also receive customised
training to elevate their skills.

As a potential leader, you will benefit from
holistic development opportunities in business

Key Leadership Competencies

Business Management

Soft Skills

Exposure to Local
and Global Operations

Examples:

Examples:

Example:

• Global Business Perspective
• Asset Management
• Revenue Management

The Adapt and Grow initiative aims to help Singaporeans adapt to changing job demands and
grow their skills.

• Cultural Sensitivity
• Conflict Management
• Negotiation Skills

• Experience in core HAS business
functions

Developing Future Leaders

Self-help resources on career
planning and development

Enhanced programmes with
greater access to more job
opportunities

Enhanced programmes to
help reskill and take on new
jobs in a different sector

Career Support Programme

P-Max

Singapore Citizen (SC) PMETs aged 40 and above who
are made redundant or unemployed for six months or
more; or SC PMETs below 40 who are made redundant
and unemployed for six months or more can participate
• R
 eceive structured on-the-job training to help
settle into the new job
• Companies can receive up to S$25,200 in wage
support for one year

PMETs will have more job opportunities in SMEs, and
benefit from workshops and progressive HR practices that
will help them adapt to the new working environment
• SMEs can receive a once-off S$5,000 incentive if they
retain the PMETs for six months

Professional Conversion Programmes

Reskilling for Jobs Programme

Mid-career PMETs will gain access to career conversion
programmes that facilitate reskilling and career switches
• R
 eceive 70%–90% course fee subsidy
• Companies can receive 70%–90% salary support

Unemployed RnF employees can embark on short-term
on-the-job training to gain skills and job experience in
a real work environment
SC trainees will receive:
• Training Allowance of up to S$600
• R
 etention Incentive of S$500 for those who stay on
the job for more than three months

The HAS sector can tap on different types of funding assistance to develop future leaders

Competency
Development
Incentives for training
and course development in
tourism-related skill sets to
enhance workforce capability

HR Capabilities

Local and
International Exposure

Strengthen HR capabilities
for better talent management
and leadership approaches

Structured overseas assignments
and training opportunities, or
international postings

For more information on SkillsFuture, please visit:
www.skillsfuture.sg

For more information, please visit:
www.wda.gov.sg/adaptandgrow
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Mr Ryan Sun
General Manager,
Park Avenue Hospitality Group
CREATORS OF
UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
A new generation of travellers and increasing
competition have led to the evolution of new
design concepts, adoption of new technology,
and various business models – making the hotel
and accommodation services sector vibrant
and dynamic. We are no longer just providing
accommodation for travellers; we are now the
creators of unique experiences.
In the next few years, one of our key challenges is
to attract young entrants and groom them to take
on long term careers. Aside from being capable
of handling various aspects of the business, their
young minds are full of creativity and innovation!
I enjoy working with young people and identifying
those with potential; they are like seedlings that
can blossom with the right nourishment. My heads
of department also help to mentor the younger
generation. They act as role models and allow
individual talents to grow in their own capacity.

‘I believe this is the best time to develop a long term
career in this sector. With many homegrown hospitality
brands expanding their business footprint in overseas
markets, this sector offers an excellent platform for
overseas exposure and richer work experiences.’

We work closely with various government agencies
to develop and nurture local talents to serve as
future business leaders. With the Skills Framework,
we can define the skills competencies for each
position, so individual employees are clear about
how to reach their goals. We can also chart career
progression; the process is made easier with the
identification of required skills competencies.
This eases the transition pain and increases the
adaptability to the new roles. Staff are happier and
more open to take that first step. It is a great tool
to encourage learning!
I believe this is the best time to develop a long
term career in this sector. With many homegrown
hospitality brands expanding their business
footprint in overseas markets, this sector offers
an excellent platform for overseas exposure and
richer work experiences.
The business landscape and workforce is undergoing
great transformation. New entrants should join the
sector with an open heart and be willing to embrace
change and technology. We see our employees as
ambassadors and partners of our business. When
we have a workplace that feels like home to our
employees, we can make sure our guests feel it too.

Roles of General Manager
Leads and strategises
organisational growth to
stay ahead of competition
and trends, as well as
take advantage of
business opportunities.

Leads management team to
effectively manage various
functional areas to maximise
financial performance and guest
experiences while upholding
quality standards, property’s
brand image, and values.
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Sets the vision and works
closely with relevant team
to ensure proper return on
investment, higher revenues,
and profitable to keep
property financially viable.

Directs all strategies and
operations in the property
together with a team of
senior management staff.
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REALISE YOUR POTENTIAL
TAKE THE NEXT STEP FORWARD

Now that you have some idea of what a career in the HAS sector can offer and the available
government initiatives and schemes to support your career goals, you are ready to take the next step!

New Entrants

In-Service Personnel

Use the Skills Framework for HAS to
find out about careers in the sector

1

Use the Skills Framework for HAS to
find out how to chart your career

2

2

1

www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework

• U
 NDERSTAND the
growth prospects
of the sector, job
opportunities and
career pathways
and consider if
you have the right
attributes to take
on a career in
the sector

• IDENTIFY skill

• U
 NDERSTAND

• P LAN for

gaps that you are
lacking in your
current or next
occupational role

the skills and
competencies
required for the
occupation and
identify relevant
HAS training
programmes to
help you become
a qualified inservice personnel

vertical career
progression
within the track
that you are
currently in, or
for lateral career
moves across
the tracks

3
• IDENTIFY relevant Training Programmes

Training Programmes

• Embark on
your career as
a new entrant

Programmes that
equip new entrants
with skills and
knowledge for
specific occupations
in the sector at their
respective entry levels.

Programmes for inservice personnel to
broaden or deepen
specific skills and
knowledge for various
job roles in the sector.

For the list of the Training Programmes available for the HAS sector,
please visit: www.skillsfuture.sg/skills-framework

25

Lifelong
learning
for skills
deepening to
meet existing
and emerging
demands of
the sector

